Introduction
Traditionally, in computing science one represents real numbers by oating-point approximations.
If we assume that these approximations are \ex-act" then we can prove correctness of numerical programs by analytical methods. Such an idealization is the idea behind the BSS model 3]. However, such \correct" programs do not produce correct results in practice, due to the presence of round-o errors. Moreover, they are inappropriate for problems whose solution is sensitive to small variations on the input.
As a consequence, \exact real number computation" has been advocated as an alternative solution (see e.g. 4, 5, 20] on the practical side and e.g. 2, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23] on the foundational side). However, work on exact real number computation has focused on representations of real numbers and has neglected the issue of data types for real numbers. In particular, programming languages for exact real number computation with an explicit distinction between operational semantics, which is representation-dependent, and denotational semantics, which is representationindependent, have hardly been investigated. Two exceptions are 6] and 11]. Such programming languages do allow for correctness proofs based on analytical methods.
Real PCF 11] is an extension of the programming language PCF 18] with a data type for real numbers, with operational and denotational semantics. Of course, the operational semantics cannot evaluate a program denoting a real number in nitely many steps. However, it can compute an arbitrarily small rational interval containing the real number in a su ciently large number of steps. Based on previous work on domain theory and integration 8, 7] , we show how to handle integration in Real PCF. In domain-theoretic integration, one obtains increasingly better approximations to the value of the integral of a real-valued function. In order to extend Real PCF with integration, we generalize Riemann integration of real-valued maps of a real variable to intervalvalued maps of an interval variable. This also extends the results in the interval analysis approach to integration 17].
We propose two approaches to integration in Real PCF. One consists in adding integration as primitive. The other consists in adding a primitive for maximization of functions and then recursively de ning integration from maximization.
The fact that we are able to handle integration in Real PCF shows the strength of such a denotational approach to exact real number computation and also makes explicit the e ective content of domain-theoretic integration.
Most proofs have been omitted due to lack of space. Full proofs can be found in 9, 11].
Real PCF
In this section we summarize the results of 11] needed in this paper. We assume familiarity with PCF 18, 14] . We are deliberately informal concerning syntax. For simplicity and without essential loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the unit interval 0; 1].
Interval expansions
It is well-known that decimal expansions of real numbers are not appropriate for real number computation, if we read in nite expansions from left to right. For example, multiplication by 3 is not computable wrt decimal representation. In fact, any base has essentially the same problem 23].
Let us consider binary expansions of numbers in the unit interval. In this case a solution for the above problem is to allow the digit 1 2 in addition to the digits 0 and 1. According to Martin-L of 16], this kind of solution goes back to Brouwer. For a n 2 f0; 1 2 ; 1g, the sequence a 1 a 2 a n represents the number P 1 n=1 a n 2 ?n . Therefore the operations a 1 a 2 a n 7 ! 0 a 1 a 2 a n a 1 a 2 a n 7 ! 1 2 a 1 a 2 a n a 1 a 2 a n 7 ! 1 a 1 a 2 a n correspond to the following maps of the unit interval into itself:
Thus, a binary expansion represents an intersection of a shrinking chain of intervals: a 1 a 2 a n represents 1 2 10 , can be interpreted as the following sequence of instructions: select the two middle quarter parts of the interval 0; 1 2 ], select the second half of the resulting interval, select the rst half of the resulting interval, and so on. Thus, an interval expansion denotes an intersection of shrinking chain of intervals. Conversely, any shrinking chain of intervals gives rise to an interval expansion, as shown at the end of the next subsection.
The unit interval domain
We think of intervals as approximations of real numbers, the singleton intervals being \exact" approximations. We consider these approximations as generalized real numbers. Therefore, we sometimes notationally identify singleton intervals and real numbers. De nition 2.2 Given intervals x; y 2 I, de ne x y = cons x (y).
Recall that a monoid is a set together with an associative binary operation and a neutral element. 3. The information order of (I; v) coincides with the pre x preorder of (I; ; ?), in the sense that x v z i x y = z for some y. Moreover, such a y is unique i x is nonmaximal.
Items 1 and 2 are the basis for the operational semantics of Real PCF and item 3 is the fundamental link between the denotational and the operational semantics.
If x v z and x is non-maximal then we denote the unique y such that x y = z by z x. Now it is easy to see that a shrinking a chain of intervals can be represented by an interval expansion. In fact, if a 1 v a 2 v : : : v a n v : : : is a chain of nonsingleton intervals with lub x then the sequence a 1 ; (a 2 a 1 ); : : :; (a n+1 a n ); : : : is an interval expansion of x.
Real PCF
The linear maps cons a for a 6 = ? with distinct rational end-points will play a rôle analogous to the rôle played by the successor map on natural numbers.
The predecessor map, unde ned or arbitrarily de ned at zero, is a left inverse of the successor map. Similarly, we now look for a continuous left inverse of cons a ; that is, a map tail a such that tail a (cons a (x)) = x. Since this equation is equivalent to tail a (a x) = x, we see that tail a removes the pre x a from its argument, if such a pre x exists.
In This map is also continuous. The idea is that xuy is the best information compatible with both x and y. Therefore, if the condition is unde ned then this information can be safely produced anyway.
Example Real PCF consists of PCF extended with a ground type for generalized real numbers and constants for the primitive operations introduced in this subsection.
Adequacy
The operational semantics of Real PCF is given by the following reduction rules: It follows that a program has some partial evaluation i it does not denote bottom.
Interval Riemann integrals
A generalization of the Riemann theory of integration based on domain theory was introduced in 7] . Essentially, a domain-theoretic framework for the integration of real-valued functions wrt any nite measure on a compact metric space was constructed using the probabilistic power domain of the upper space of the metric space. In this paper we will only be concerned with integration wrt to the Lebesgue measure (uniform distribution) in R n . Other measures in R n will be dealt with in a future paper.
In order to extend Real PCF with integration, we embark on a novel approach compared to 7] for integration wrt the Lebesgue measure in R. The signi cance of Theorems 3.9 and 3.10 is that sometimes it is easy to obtain a Real PCF program for an extension of a function f but it is di cult or undesirable to obtain a program for its greatest continuous extension. For instance, the distributive law does not hold for the greatest continuous extensions of addition and multiplication, so that two di erent de nitions of the same function can give rise to two di erent extensions and two di erent programs 17]. We call these rules the output, input, and production rules respectively. Intuitively, the output rule produces partial output, the input rule supplies partial input, and the production rule partially evaluates the integrand (with no input or with the partial input supplied by the input rule in previous reduction steps).
In order to establish adequacy we need some lemmas. by xLyMz = max(x; min(y; z))= min(max(x; y); z): Then, given a b, the map r(x) = aLxMb is idempotent, a r(x) b, and r(x) = x i a x b.
